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I.. INTRODUCTION. f
7

This report reOrpents the final component of the Study for

Determining the Least Restridtive Environment (LRE) Placement of

Handicapped Children:' "Promising Strategies" useful fn identifying LRE

appropriate plicements for handicapped students.. The P.L. 94 -142

. regulations stipulate certain procedures that Local and State Education

. ..
..o.A0 ncies Must minimally establish for implementing the Act. These

:.
"procedures might be designated as "critical" to the assurance that

placement in'the LRE appropriate setting is made. This study identifies

same promising strategies in' mplementing the procedures Critical to five

areas: Iilentificatilin and valuation (indludingfmblic awareneg,

,referral an9creening, communication and AocOmentation); Placement--

Decision Making (Eligibility,, the Planning Team Mpetings, and Individual

Educational Plan Meetings); Parent/Student Involvement; Review and

Reevaluation; and Program and Individual Services (the continuum and

related services).

- -This report is organized to present the methodology used.iri

identifying promising strategies in Sectidn II. Tiie five critical

procedural areas are discussed individually in SictioniIII '- VII. Report

and observations frdM field staff indicated bn additional area which

appeared to effect the pla4ment of handicapped students in LRE

appropri4e settings,. This was primarily the physical environment and set

u0 of the classroom and/or building. Section VIII, Archi'tecture, details



specific examples, of modifications or adaptations Which were observed

within study sites: Finally, Section IX includes asummary of the
of

strategies and factors operating within districts.

lt
Intprent in implementing any law as comprehensive and complex as P.L.

94-142 are problems unique to individual school district circumstances

which give rise to many issues and some answers.. It is the intent of this

report to identify the workable solutions or answers to the issues'

involved in the critical procedures ailound operating in the 15 districts -

and within the 5 states which participated in the'studx. Some orthe

"solutions" or "promising strategtes" may serve as examples of adaptations

which facilitated specific aspects.of LRE placement determination.

Practices that go beyond those mandated are also noted. Almost every

district in the study had notable procedures. - although these procedures

were, for the'most part,, unique to each specific setting and the personnel

involved, this does not automatically make a noted practice in one'

district inapplicable within another district. It is important to

recognize that these adaptations evolved within districts with highly

individualistic circumstances and as such the wholesale application of a

successful approach to another district with,a different set of

circumstances may not result in solutions which are as effective.

Additionally, specific, operational steps or, procedures extracted from a

given practice may not be effective in facilitating the education of

handicapped children. Operational steps are described to 9ive the eader

an idea of the methods different districts used in actual implementation

of a given practice.

The presentation will rely primarily on desaiptive techniques:

problem identification within each critical procedure and the solutions

adopted that were particularly rioteworthy; examples of documents

facilitating procedures; references to 'particular cases revealing

creative - problem solving. A "promising strategy" is defined then as an

activity, a practice or established procedure which has one or more of

the fallowing characteristics;

1. goes above and beyond mandates of P.L. 941142;

I
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2, evidences creative problemoolving;

3. illustrates ideas or solutions to areas of BEHxoncern.
x

Because of the difficulty in identifying discrete "problems" to be

addressed, the following discussion does not follow a strict "problem" .%.

and °solutions" format. Rather, the discussion focuses primarily on

issues or possible constraining factors and the resulting approaches

developed by the districts to meet the challenges of those potentially

c onstrainingfactors.
:n

do

II. METHODOLOGY

The primary approach was toexaginethe sampled State and district

reports and documents; and the data collected through onsite

observationscf Placement Team meetings. The sample consisted of five

States which were selected to maximize variability on such factors as

geographic location, population, decentralization and special education

fundingformula. t

.

Withileeach State, three districts of varyingsize were chosen by

virtue of expected diversity in the quality of placement procedures.

Within each district Placement Team meetings were observed4as part of

gathering total case study infonnation,--The numbers of case studies

followed corresponded in ratio to the size of the district. Samplesoof

Tour different types of cases were obtained: SCheduled Reevaluation;

Reevaluation for Change in Placement; Initial Referral; and Annual

Review. In all, 134 meetings and 06 cases were observed.

As part,of the observation system, field `staff recorded, at each

planning team meeting, any procedures signified as noteworthy approaches.

N0e4orthy ;approaches were defined as practices which were:

o unusual

o 41I-received by the group

o f cilitated the exchange of tgfonnation and decision-making

p ovided for a less restrictive placement

o horoughly involved parents in the process

o videnced creative problem-Solving.

3
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Follow -up inteHie4rs were conducted with participants to verify or

clarify information whichipad been presented during the discussion. In

addition, each field team made-daily records in a log citing specific

examples of interesting prOblems and solutions arising within the

districts.

Thus, the analysis of State policies and of the local agency data

collection yielded a rich harvest of information from which promising

practices could be extracted and examined in terms of the critical

procedyres set forth in P.L. 94-142 (as listed in the introduction).,

. A synthesis of this infirmation folloWs with specific examples

presented in the form of promising practices or strategies to the

critical procedures used serving the handicapped in the most appropriate,

least restrictive environment.

III. IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION

Identifying mall children. who are handicapped, reg4rdless of-the

severity of their handicap and who are in need of special education and

related sergies" can beconsidered as the first critical procedure to

ensure the implementationof an LRE appropriate education. As part of" .

this identification procedure-States and local districts have devised a

variety of means to insure public awareness, identification of handicaps

through screening and referral and effective communication with adequate

documentation. Once the handicapped child has been tentatively.

identified, the educational and diagnostic evaluation used to determine

formal' eligibiliy must ta14 into account the P.L. 94-142 requirements

for non - discriminatory assessment and maltidiscipfinary evaluation

techniques. The following discussion illustrates some of the noteworthy

approaches adopted by the districts participating in our study.

Identification -

The tentative identification of handicapped children usually involves

building public awareness; establishing a systematic screening program

with formal referral procedures, and also developing communication/

rocedures-tp facilire the entire process. All of these procedures and

efforts be properly implemented to ensure that the forthcoming

40
4
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evaluation resources 'are meaningfully utilized. A high referral rate of

false positives (that is, children who would not prove to b# eligible for

special education and related services) would undesirably overburden the

available evaluation resources. Conversely, an extremely iiigh accuracy

rate may suggest that too few handicapped children are referred as a

result of the process of screening:

Public Awareness. The functions of increasing public awareness are

multiple.' In part it is to increase sensitivity to the identifiable

characteristics of the. handicapped, and thut.to ensure the provision of'

services to previously unidentified children. Also, in part, it is to
.

enhance the willingness of the public to become more involved in

supporting the concept:sof Special education services for handicapped

learners. Although P.L. 94-142 does not mandate specific methods to

sensitize the public, most districts recognized the necessity for

reaching out to the public in general, and more specifically to other

humin service agencies within the community in order to obtain assistance

in locating unserved children with handicaps. As a result several public

agarenesslOgrams have emerged.

Most districts conduct 6n-going progrank to inform the public through \

newspapers, television, radio, newsletters, and toll -free telephone

numbers. One state in our sample established special target populations

for.inclusion its yearly planning activities. All of the

organizations which represent 4speyal education admilnistrators, teachers

and supporting personnel, parents f handicapped, and the handicapped

themselves were involved in the dissemination 'and information-/
activities. ',Using all major media resources in the state, pubbt

announcements were made and public hearings were held on a time schedule

which was state-wide, and which targeted a special handicapped

population. This effort seemed to'Orovide considerablein-depth

information about a specific handicapping condition, rat* than more

general information about handicapped children. 1.

Another state purchased four T.V. films to increase public awareness

of its available ,programs and to aid local districts' in Child Find
1

5
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activities, Although this state is composed primarily of rural or

1'6;d-to-reach" areas; they were able to coordinate the broadcast of the

films with special displays at local shopping areas consisting of

informOion'On early warning signals, identifying ca'racteriAtics, and

sources for assistance. Local districts enhanced their Child Find.

activities in this state, by providing an extra "puihl for' several days

each year with announcements and personal canvassing of the dist.ict.

They. also conducted local radio and television interviews. Another

district provided group training sessions .for parents covering .the

, implications ofT.L. 94-142, and the sole of parents in the

identification, evaluation and placement process.

Referral and Screening. A second major aspLt in the critical

procedure of identification, location and evaluation is the

implementation of formal referral ptocedures and the development of

specific screening techniques.

An efficient system for the identification of handicapped children

will require extensive coordination efforts among all. human service

agencies. One of the states in our study beganto'implement an

interagency referral system in 1977 which consisteq of all, state agencies

and associations, and which has now grown to include several other human

servicr agencies. The vstemknow as "CATCH" (Census of Adolescents and

Tracking of Children with Handicaps) was developed by a committee

composed Of_ representatives from each state agency/association serving

the handicapped. Through this comprehensive referral system, the CATCH

booklet, referral forms, and response forms are disseminated to.all

participating agencies. In this way suspected,unserved handicapped

children from 0-21 years of age can be referred to An appropriate agency

or school district for evaluation and eligibility determination. The ,

referral is then monitored by the state's Office of Programs. for the

Hindicapped until the child is placed i appropriate Apecial education

program. All of the 18 agenciei/ soc ions involied furnish.data to

the Office of Programs for the Hand capped which is used for future

program planning.

6 f"
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= In contrast to such a comprehensive and well coordinated systems

however, one Small, predominately rural district, Utilized a much more

informal approach. Because of extensivd,decentraliiation of authority

and responsibility to building principals, the_reerral and screening

'procedures were highly individual4zed. Children residing within the

if attendance area of a given school building served as the primary target

of screeni4 programs and the referral system owating in that

building. Although this result io considerable variation in he

approach and procedures utilized across schools, there was an unusally .

lb 1
high degree of comtittment on the part of local.school personnel to

individually insure the-necessary coordination. 'When childre

'potential handicaps were ,identified, the school staff made use of its-ow

professional resources in adjusting current programs and/o4 r in developing

new programs.of services for those children:. The staff displayed

consistent commitment to the concept of maintaining special. education

students within their home school.' Cooperation and coordination among

regular.and special education teachers was encouraged and promoted within

thi.boUnds of this decentralizedarrangefent. Probably', this sense of),

commitment which fostered coordination and follow through is a reiuleof

the small school community atmosphere. Foitunately for this district

the state regulations permitted such decentralization, and'even supported

those programs with extensive assistance through inservice education.

One state in our study had.establlished unusually short timelines to

accommodate the referral and placement process: 25 days.were allowed

from referral to the determiflation'of placement. Services mast be

delivered within. 15, days. 9f the placement decision. A key'f actor which

appears to 4acilitate the time lines in this referral process is that
i

referrals are initially specified according to four distinct types:

I. Referral of Students Suspected of Being Handicapped; .r,
2. Referral for Edutatiohal and'Behavioral Diagnosis;
3. Referral for Homebound-or Hospitalized Services; and

Referral for Speech and Language Programs.

7
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Exhibit 1 explain!. how Oese types of referrals areqdentified: The

distinction 'between the first tyiSe of referraj and the other three type*
is that the 'latter types of referrals do not require the formal

%...involvement of a codnittee_to *determine eligi!ijj,iy for services. By

maicing initial distinctions in the types. of referrals the entire
- eligibility and placetnent 'process(for special educatibn) can be .

accelerated. By elasiifying referi=als in this way stcidents who are in
need _of educational; social or psychological services to' augment the

regular education program Apt receive such services without the need to
be eligible under a.specifie handicapping condition.' This avaidsithe'
ohfri lengthy process of .formal assessment, placement, and programming
for speoifict types of cages. It'should be noted that in the latter 3
types of referrals, if there isiny indication that the ltuderyt. is
handicapped (as defined in the Rules and Regulations), then
educational planning and. placement committee must also become apart of

the placement process for 'that student. A related benefit of such a
system is that all of the districts throughout the state operate with
'standardizedstandardized procedures, the foundations of which are based" specifically
on.ttie educational-planning and placement committees/ in each distfict. '
The title; terminology, and functions of the committees are consistent

., across the disti-icts in thi' State,_ and this greatly facilitates
".interdistrict transfers within the state.

., . .. 1%.

.
- Referral procedures ap earell to be.inore effective when linked
directly to screening. In_a state aiPeldy serving those handiCapped

,indiyi duals from birth, to aget,25, neo-natal units have been operating in
.certainfhospitals. The hospitals have a systematic procethire fore .

referring high -'risk infints directly to the schobl system. thisr
procedure greatly i ricreaseS theNpossi bi 1 i ty for 'early identification and

, 'Intervention. ,In ariither 1060 district Child Find activities fticueon
,. ...

r " children 'from birth through' three ,years of age. Children are ,screened by, . .

the "Steps- Ur, program located at the monthly immunization clinics in
each eountftend' iponsorell by the. interniediate school; district and the.. ..- . .

. county he4ittti depakments. Each child is checked,for, ageapprOpri ate
0 i
. '0 '.. . e ''

w 9 .4.111. 4..
. .

:

A '44
k,
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''EXHIBIT lASTATE GUIDELINES FOR REFOkAL'AND DIAGNOSIS

The rules for the implementation of mandatory special
education otovide for four distinct types of referral's,

.

i. Referral of Students Suspected of Being Handicapped

The law 'requires that a. formal procedure be followed for
,persons suspected of being-eligible'as severely mentally impaired,
trainable centapy impdired,-ed6cable meitalb9 impaired, emo-
tionalry impaired, learning disabledheazing impaired, visually
impaired,'physicallyAnd other:erise health impaired, or .severely

. multiply impaired Orsons.

.
Following tiferrai,oan educational planning and placement

committee meeting (EftC), must be conveneeto.determine the
tudent's eiigibility for special education programsor services.

c.,

,

, Referral for Educ 'anal and Behavioral Diagnosis
. .

.

Students,who are ibiting academic, socialor behavioral
prbblems may be referred to a school psychologist, school social
worker or teac4er'ponsultant in'order to provide information
and support to the teacher and/or student. Students receiving
these services do not ,require an EPPC. However, if.there'are
indications that the student is handicapptd, the'school psy-
chologist, school social worker and/or teacher consultant must
request that an EPPC be convened. Support personnel are prepared
to provide counseling to the student and parents, recommend in-
structional and behavioral management techniques, and help the
teacher.ireresolving the student'eprobldm(s).

Students, who are teferred to school psychologists, .school
social workers and/or 'teacher consultants but who are not sus,-
pdcted of.Deing "handicapped" by definitiOn (SEC. 2S2 b) need
.not be referred for an EPPC.

(

11

. Referral for Homebound or Hospitalized Service's

.

.,
p .

.
.

.

Students who are homeboult or hospitalized -due to illness,.
" Accident or injury shoUld continue to receive instruction.

HomedoundaRrhospitalized services are available and reim- $
bussed by special. location funds for physically impaired stu- .
dents who cannotsparticipate in a regular classroom program.

Homebound and 'gospitalized elarvices are designedto provide
' an instfUctional delivery system,- ly for 'students who cannot
9 attend school because.pf, a physical impairment and/or a health_

, 4 ,
,
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EXHIBIT 1: STATE GUIDELINES FOR REFERRAL AND 'JAGNOSIS (Continued)-
...

problem. Students receiving homebound or hospitalized Instruction
on a short-term bisis, and who are not thought to be phpqically
Pr otherwise heal h impaired, rare considered to be temporarily
4NanOicgpped.. As prescribed in R 540.1711 and R 540.17128, these'--
students do not require ail EPPC prior to the Initiation/of ser-

Howelier,- see ChapteriXIV lot P.L. 94:.142 requirements.
?

,

r

Students whohave 4 permanent disability or long-term
illness'or injury are considered to be physically and other -
wise health impaired'. After homebodnd or hospitalized services
have been initiated, students who have a permanent di;liability
or long-term illness orb injury CR 344.1709) must be referred
to an EPPC for the purpose of establishing realistic objectives
and reevaluating the delivery system. These students may be
recommended for additional spepial or general sup-

port'services, e.g. occupational therapy, speech, physical
therapy, school social /pork.

4

4. Referral for Speech and Language Programs
. .

Students who are suspected of having a speech.and/or langage
impairment .must be certified by a fully approved teacher of speech
and language impaired who has earned a master's degree and has
completed at least S years of successful teaching of the spee4
and language impaired. As prescribed in-R 340.1710, students,
ref eried for speech and langUage service, do not requite an

i

EPPC. However, it is the-responsibility of theteacher of 1

speech and language impaired to refer a student hyrlurther
evaluation when'there are indications that the pupil may have
severe and/or additional impairment(s). Note:' See Chapter

. for a discussionof the implication of P.L. 94-142 requireme

'0
a

10
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'development 3 n' gross and.fine.motor,sk1111, tnguage andcOgnitive areas,

as well as for vision, hearinglidcircumfeience, hip placement, and
.

.. . t

seizure history. Lf"any possitol problems are revealed, the Child Find. 4

coordinator ariAnges.for the-appropriate evaltbifion and. referral to the
. r

,nearest educational planning and placement committee. This is an P. .

e
Arrangement which appears to hive benefits even when problems

.
do not

. ,

surface until titer ion the child's life. At times in. the placement team

meetings observed dyring the field study, it.appeared thatlack of an.

adequate develOpnental history jeopardized to some extent the placement'

procesi and deliberations related to final placement decisions.

i

It was i teresting for find thcajt three' of the fiye States and.local

education ag ncits.used .vrj4tions on the themehrof a "screening team"

. . me4ing. In referring to, the process by which students were identified

. for referral one distr'iCcoined the.phraie -- "Focus:SF Concern", which

was later adopted by' the State. Any identified, Interested person could'

thee submit a request form to identify a chitd'as a "focus of concern"

-because' drIsuspected handicapping condition. ,Whin a ';Focus" referral
.

ris received' then a multidiscfplinary'screening team meets to determine

whether or not r,, udent it in need of a comprehensive assessment.
. .

These hte4pi 'scree ne meetings included parents as well as a cross.
section of assessment personnel. The meetings were essentially used to

pre4nt.ajprelimtnary look at the students! performance and to determine

(anddocument) the need for supplementary 'general educatiort services or

the needsgfor furtherassessment. Whatis'esseptial*here,is that this

process permits careful onsideration by a team with various .types of

expertise represented rather than by a single individual and thils is more

likely to result in action based on accurate assessment of student's.

,'needs. Also, withthis procedure it is possible'to consider a varittPuel

sources of assistance for deiling.with learning probl s - not just

spetial education services. Exhibit 2, a Sample'doc ent of a "Child

Study Team $creenihg", illustrates the types of personnel who would be

involved, and4the information whichi one district required as part of

their referral/tIvening process.
1,,

-1:
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All fSvi of the states in our sample..requitied that till local

districts develop and'utilize,identiftcation'andscreeninl procedures for .

all school age students.- These procedures include.consideration of

?cademic Progress, Visual; hearing, communication, .emotional. and

psychomot4r problems and reading skills. Since local districts were

given brdad guidelinei by States relative to the implementation of this.

mandate, there Was a wide variety of screening instruments which were

available. They varied from sophisticated state-wide screening systems

to locally used informal checklists. Onestaterequired that each

district develop and utilizi a,Continuous Uniform Evaluation System

(CUES) in the area's of reading, writing and computational tkillsy4In

response to this requ,iremeht one district devisedan elaborate- eporting

protocol for primary through high school grades that was sent to'parents

at the end of each school' year This seporting protocol not only served

to inform the parent of. student progress, but also to identify and track

academic areas, for possible'prgblems. .Another district in this same

state 4eiled an informal screening instrument for possible emotional

problems which was,tseeprior to initiating a referral. They also

devised a checklist to determine the presence of pOssible visual

impaiAlent. Such "home-made" creations served to assist the teacher in

making an appropriate referral, a practice' also seen in other districts.

Communication and.Documenhtion. The third major aspectin the

'critical procedure of identification is the way in which. communication is

conducted and Aocumentedvainong districts, parents, and relevant agencies.

Initial'contadts with parents via letters which advise of intent to

evaluate and gain consent often come as a surpris to the parent, and,

sometimes result in confusion or anqer. TwO'districts have alleviated

much of the possible confusion OA the use of "An Open Letter to

Parents" (Exhibit 3) which clearly defines the vartety.ormethods used to

study a child's situation. This letter.

'for permission to evaluatiand may even

I

r

all parents (for information purposes).

routinely accompanies the request

be.distributed occasionally to,

12
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Follow-up letters pertaining to the actual placement recommendation

were frequently extended to parents both for documentation purposes and

for information purposes. After eligibility and placement were

determined by the multidisciplinary team, parents of children who were

placed in special education received written notice and were asked for

signed consent if this was an initial placement, in special education.

This letter generally contained: a listing of factors _considered in

formulating the recommendations; a listing of options considered and

reasons for their rejections; and a clause-for parents to claim, if

applicable, that they did Rot understand. Two small distriCts use this

procedure for the dual purposes of communicating and documenting case

study tnformation. The practice of listing all options which were

considered is particularly interesting, as this consideration was rarely

in evidence in the actual placement meetings which we observed.

Almost all districts relied upon "checklists" enumerating the

procedures necessary from referral to placement. One medium sized

district appeared to have developed a very efficient system in

communicating and documenting the entire referral and placement

procedure. The district had one particular resource that differed from

otter districts in that it was able to draw-many of its personnel

(usUally part-time employees) from a nearby university. Although the

extent to which this affected their procedures is difficult to judge, it

was freql;ently noted by the field staff that district personnel (both in

regular and special education) were especially,impressive in their

consistent capability for effectively budgeting` their time; As Wirt of

this system a "Comply ante Coordinator" was designated to work with a case

manager.. Both were half -time positions blit permitted coordinatioo

functions to be effectively carried out. The essential eloint of interest

here is the role played by the "Compliance Coordinator". This

individual's responsibilities ensure quality control by:.

1. reviewing each case in regard to eligibility criteria and 2

compliance with state and'federal regulations;



EXHI3IT 3: PARENT COM7NICATION

AN OPEN LETTER TO PARENTS

TilE NATURE OF AN EPUCATIONAL EVALATION

At one ;tee or another as many as one out of four pupfls seems unable to profit
from classroom experiences{ In an effort to learn more about such situations, a
scholl- may call upon the services of a scnool psyehologist, speech/language
clinician, special educat16 teachers, or.the school nurse. The information which
follows may answer some of the questiOns you have regarding an educational study.

A variety of methods. is Used to study a situation. These can be briefly
oescrfhed as follows;

1. Classroom observations may. be made in order Co see how the student gets
along with his teacher and other stOdents, how he studies, and what things in the
classroom may interfere with or upset his/her learning.

2. Interviews with you, your child, the teacher(s) and others who know your
Chli0 in school may take place to obta.in information about the school problem(s).

3. Academic-aptitude tests may be given to obtain'information,about how well
yout child figure's out school-type problems, remembers new things he/she has Just
seen or heard, uses language, makes good judgments, figures out why certain things
happefl, and wnat kind of good ideas he/she has. These tests are often caned
"intelligence' tests and can provide one indifation of how well your cnild can
mdster scnool -type tasks at the time the test is given.

- *

4. -Academic achievement tests may.be given to find out how well your child has
learned basic scnool skills such as reading, spelling, and arithmetic!

S. A lisioriand hearing examination will be conducted by the school nurse.

6. Perceptual tests may be given'to find out how well your child uses his/her

vision 440 to find out how well coordinated he /sheds (for example, in writing,
"Idrawing-and copying.) To see well does not necessarily mean look4nq'accurately; to
hear well does not necessaTTy mean listening accurately.

7. Tests of communication may be given. In order to understand and be
understood in the C assroom, a student must use language effectively.

8. Informal methods-may be,thed which require no testing but still give
information about-your cnijd's likes and dislikes, interest or 1 ck of interest in
school, need or lack of need for friends. Such information provi s us with
questions to ask during conferences with parents, teachers, and o ers.

Afterinformatico has been collected, the school personnel, attempts to interpret
the information that has been gathered. Varioui plans are then explored in terms of

services available in the school and In the community. The information,
Interpretation, and.planning is then presented for examination by both yod and the
School through conferences.

. ,

The results of the total study are usually summarized briefly to a written
report. This report ft kept in confidential files., jf you so desire, a copy of the
rtoort can be seat to professionals in the community.

.If you have lnanswered questions or concerns about the'nature of these
procedures, please contact your principal.



AD.

-2.' assuring that all reports are present and in order and give
. feedback to the case manager as to what is sufficient.and what

information needs are still lack.ing; .

3. sending written notifications to parent or adult student; and

4. checking to see that. arrangements for related services and
provisions for transportation are in order.

Thus the "Compliance Coordinator° does not look at the placement per se,

but is concerned that procedures'are in order. This is facilitated by

the use of a sectioned folder on each child with color coded paper for

r
the different reports filed in the appropriate sections. ibit 4,

"Organization and Content of Special Education Folder," it ustrates this

district's effort to facilitate communication and documentation. Note

the reference to a " -lag sheit° which indicates provision for sighltng.the

folder in and -out -- an administrative feature which was not in evidence

-in any othee'dittrict in the study sample.

Another district used a computerized system for keeping track of

student status -- need for reassessment, need for individual program .

plik, and other various kinds- of information. They also provided a
4

narrative handout describing thespec4a1 education classes at each
. .

participating school. 4

Finally, Exhibit 5 (Sequence for Referral, Assessment and Individudl

Education Program,Development for Handicapped and Suspected Handicapped

Students) -Illustrates a comprehensive and well coordinated documentation
4

of referral and placement Activities. The packet was conceived, fjeld

tested for one year, and developed by a large urban district,. The steps

listed are clear and concise, they" ollow a natural sequence, and 'they

are accompanied by directions on th-Vback of each step. The face sheet

also serves as a check sheet as the-student progresses through the

referl-al piocess. Ultimately, when the steps are: completed an0 recorded,

the result?is a small packet of data containing all the essential

elements peetdining to the needs of the student and the necessary

services to be provided.

(
4
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EXHIBIT 4 ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT 13F SPECIAL EOUCATWIFOLDER

I. Referral Section (top-ito bottom) /
J,

Monitoring Worksheet

Focus of Crcern

Permission for Assessment

Consent for Mutual Exchange of Inform;tion

'Due Proces#

Assesdment!Data Section

.
The$e should be ordered
with the. most recent sets
on top. There should always
be a focus and a permission
for assessment in .each set.

w
This section will contain all available assessment data 6n the child that
qualifies him for placement in program. AssessMent data ordered from top to
bottom, the top being the most recent assessment. Each old assessment is
tagged and.dated. Current' assessment ditk may include information' during

the last year as summarized.under formative`' data.
. "

Order of assessment data: Ass1sment
,

- Scholaitic
Adjustment
Physical

1
tearing%

,

.Speech & Language
Team Written Report

I

.

Summary-(Summative Analysis)
Eligibility Page

.

'Approval .fbr,placement

"III. Placement Section
.

Under the placement section we will only file the current andfevidence,
of'parent,contacts if the`IEP is unsigned.

The I.E.P. ihould include;

1. $ummaries of performance ,

2. oafs e

3. bjectives
.4. ervice Schedute and Signature page signed by the parent.

Also in*thi ,section could be a Parent Notqicatfonwoi*000sed'Action;
the coopera ive distr7f7ontract a'gieementalsols filed'here.if applicable.

Chronolonic

.e

Information
Examples of

Any
PT F
PT r
Corr

L .0

116.260,

1 Data

is filed from'oldest onthe bottom to most recent on top.'
information filed here: - 6

tt ,

s

ew information not yet included in current assessment ,-

cus of concerti '. . f ,*
ports .d

spondence
onitoring worksheet

,17
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EXHIBIT 4: ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION FOLDER
(Continued)

Placement History:

In this section we place all of the 211:

I.E.P's as they beCome obsolete
Placement permission forms
Parent Notification of Change in.Student Status
AppIicitiom for Diggnostic Placement Forms

VI. Load Page

Log sheet
Review/Transmittal sheet 4<

ti

0

ff

18 23
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EXHIBIT 5 :. SEQUENCE FO?REFERRAL, ASSESSMENT AND INDIVIDUAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT OR HANDICAPPED AN'D
SUSPECTED HANDICAPPED STUDDIS

Pupil Personnel Services

SEQUENCE FOR REFERRAL. ASSESSMENT A.iD ,-
. INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

FOR
HANDICAPPED AND SUSPECTED HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Student .

BirthdaCe

Student Number

STEP

1

El
.

.3

4
.5,_

6

ta

AU steps listed require documentation with signature and/or rift
. )

4

.

4

AC)ION
t

%.

REFERENCE

WAC 392471.

130 A set of oroccouses*
035 Focus
040 Referral

. '.

045 Accept 4ssessment
1150 Reject Assessment

COMPLETED

DATE.STAIT
Reason for tieierral;
Exeqsses and Deficit;

[Parent Decision

Assessment:

Scholastic
Adjustment
Physical
Other

Initiation of I.E.?.
Summaries and Analysis

Distinct Decision

Annual Goals

IShort Term Instructional i

IObjectives _l

Program. Placement

1

Parent Dec:vonHi
.

ai...--"°r-----Assessment procedures
.160 Historical data
)10 Assessment areas
WAC 392. i ;.1

180
/

.. CFR I:1.a
. 146 . Data.anamir

1

WAC 392 tit
185 Castries decision

WAC 392- I7 I

085
CFR 1:1.3
146

....name!. !oats

:VAC' 3921 "I
:95
CFR 1:La
146 Ohlectives

Arm: )92 .71
Ai
,,:FR 1.11.a

1 348 r 'arement Anions

,v AC

90

5

?3fett St razor.
14r otaceTient

.

.

4

.

.1

,11.

Ats

)

.
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EXHIBIT 5: SEQUENCE FOR REFERRAL, ASSESSMENT AND INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR HANDICAPPED AND SUSPECTED HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS (Continued)

.
. .

-11.

..&
Pupil Personnel Sertic

STEP REFERRAFOR gDUCATIONAlppLANNINGill
Pupal

A

Blexhdate

Pueote

Part I Reason for Referral:
Academic:

c.

4.

Social/Emotional:

Physiciii:

4

a
Sex ' Sehoe4 Grade Stallone :4a.

/Give brief description of presnting problem:
. .

.

.
What resources-and alternatives have already been provided?

ok

Telephone Ng,.

,

o- .

. Referred by Date Prineipol Date
iSignoturei

Teacher Parents/Notified by. Date

Part (I
Is student filmed of further assessment? Yes No_ If no. explain in Comments.

If No. should student be considered for Special Education services? Yes No.
a

Individual malting the decision Date
lSignesurei *,

Assessments needed: '
Child Study Monica OT
Social Work Swing PT
Adedeonlit vision Other
Lamm,. Speech tt &mein iCDSI NenenSkeietei

Pelr300 to obtain pareet permission for assessment

Further assessments cannot be initiated without ()bylining parent written permission. STEP 2.

t

Comments)

20
2,,
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'EXHIBIT 5:

to

f

SEQUENCE FOR REFERRAL, ASSESSMENT AND INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FORliANDICAPPED AND SUSPECTED HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS (Continued.)

*PARENT PERMISSION NA-ASSESSMENT
STEP . AND -EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

2

Pupil PersonnelServices
- 6 .

Dear Parent:

Your child, , bd. enrolled it i Schaal

been referred to Pupil Personnel Services by in
an effort to improve his /her educational program.

Vitas ,tteieri recommended :hat assessments be made in ;lie icaderniC and, or bella% lora' areas. Assessments 0411
,nclude, but may not tie limited to the student's scholastie, physical. arid adjustment Status. Assessment staff may
nc.ucle, out may not oe iimitta to, the Speecn Therapist. Social orker, Psycnoiogist. Auaiologib Schopi Nurse,

Occupational Therapist, Physical Therapist, Counselor. Reading4 Resource) Teicher, Pnncipal.

We are pleased to be, able to make hese.services available for your Child. if
Your signature also acknowledgis that you have received written information relating to Special t &cation
interpreted in your native language. This is an important source of legal infbrutation outlining your rights of due
process, and by receiving this information you have been notified of thoserights.

It is the policy of the school district to involve the parents in any action of this nature. Further, we want you to
know that State school Fula and regulations give yol2 the right to accept o'r reject these services.

if you approve. tne assessment results and recommendations for educational planning hill be shared with you
within 30 school days of the return of this form or by the date mutually agreed to). Ocher results will be sha.red,as
t hsy become available.

';,

Comments

1

D3rent/Guardtai,

or Adult Student

Plrent/ Guardian
.dust Si Watt I

APPROVAL I Date:
ISignaturei

REJECTION

0

21

ibignaamet
nate:

It
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EXHIBIT 5: SEQUENCE FOR. REFERRAL, ASSESSMENT AND ARIVQ6AL 4EDUCATION
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR HANDICAPPED AOISUSP ECTED:..HANDI CAPP ED '

, .
STUDENTS (C.ont nued ) ;

Student's "tame BIrthdate ' Saes

STEP.
:31

444.:

ASSESSMENT ilittCED1.;RiS
P

%

Pupil Persoinek§ervic

Grade
AK.*

.4- . ,. .
. . .

. . .
DIVOLVE?lENT WITH COMMUNITY AGENCIES AspbTHER SCHOOL DISTRICTS

4

1. :-.4.. Dates:

sa Dates:

.r Dates:
i

4. Dates:

. I. SCHOLASTIC ,

Intellatitual

Test

SUMMARY OF ASS ESSME:,tiTS

Date

sp.

4

Reviewed, but apparently not a contributing problem.
Separate report available y4ksNo---

Verbal Perform PS CA MA 1414
ti

SUA;Ciank
1

A.°
,

B. Academic

Mr.

Reading
Spelling ,

Hat

S UraIDEL71

Test

By:
%lb

Reviewed. but apparerly not

Grade
Equivalent

by CADate

Date:

a contributing problem
Separate report available lfo...No

Results GradeslYearl
'Grade Leveli Excess Deficit

I

r

22

Continue,1

Date:

Step
31
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. EXHIBIT 5: SEQUENCE FOR REFEMAL, ASSESSMENT AND INDIVIDUAL EDUCATI6'l z

. 'PROBRAM. DEVtLOPMENT FOR- HANDICAPPED AND- SUSPECTED H ND ICAP1O

STUDENTS (Continued) .
1.

--w. tipiniarsatgel Services
. .Y.:' -1.:,.. ..

,.
.

TA' t ridkl <bolds:Ws Name Rirthdate_t__Sehoe
--C 11.4:' .. ...

A .. -

1V,....

C. IrLanguage and Communication Reviewed. but apparently not a coniribli pto.li
Separate report available Yes .rapt= . cr

.

-STEP

.

Test Date Results

4..

Yrs.-Mos. /'Ye
Excess Deficit

Language Development 1
w. . .

tailillate Developtient I , .
L

Sbeeett Production
Speech Production
Auditory Funchal% .
Other
Suipdary:

II.. :ADJUSTMENT
4

A.. Social: Problem - Mild mods Severe* Reviewed, but apparently net a

Methods or instrument used:
contributing problem

Ow.

By: Date:

Separate report available: Yes No

BY: Date:

.atf ciecked, must be assessed by a Social Worker. Psvcholotist. or Counselor. a

B. Enwtional: Problem - Mild Mod* Severe* Reviewed:. but apparently not a
contributing problem'

. lietliocip or instrument used
Separate.report available: Yes No :--.

'If checked. must be assessed by Social Worker. Psychologist. or Counselor.

Reviewed, but 'apparently not a contributing problem
Separate report availiible Yes No_

46

III. PHYSICAL
T.

Summary:,.

Alton (Srtelleri) 20 Hems; Seisms: With Normal Llsnits
-See Attieked Audio ram

Developmental &story A vadable..Yes_
a

P.'SYlleieta Completing Exam ,Oats of Exarn

?layman Pindaric*:

Ousels Nuns Assessment:

PBY' O 23

26
Date:

Continua to

STEP
3-2_
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EXHIBIT 5: SEQUENCE FOR, REFERRAL AND INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION-
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR HANDICAPPED AND SUSPECTED
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS (Continued).

' 44 ANALYSIS OF.. DATA
DATA DeS?LAY

Date
Mune Yr. W. Day

PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICE

School Grade

V

I
K

.3 4

WW00.04114

al

2
3
3 .r

4

0

a
C

1

A

3

'211

zo

.
B.D. _

Yr. Mo. Day

, C.A.

Ismt

I

I

I.

2

24

Mild

wrtlr

elvstzm.

.1

1_>',
:
Z°

Z
1

4
14Z rvl2

a
A

2
..2

1 a

1

i

.
2
2
0
3i

2
- :.

I
:
3

$
Z0

'
s

'3

V
V

:
2

. a

2
(
e
1

V.;
Z

-
.. . . .

A

. I I

M20

WOIL

.060JUSTVIC10,

:
1

A

1
Ii
2..

f

;
;

N m

3

Codes:

2,, Continue
STEP
, 3
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EXHIBIT 5: SEQUENCE FOREFERRAL, ASSESSMENT AND INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONION

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FOR HANDICAPPEDS1ND SUSPECTED HAMOICAPPED
,

STUDENTS (Continued) PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES
..,

STEP
4

STEP
6

STEP
7

81rthda
. , Student's Name_

ta
: ..-

' DISTRICT DECISION

Student Eligible for Excess Cost Program 1 YesNo
Funding Category as pie WXC 392471.425 to 1801

Program Adrenals:rime Date
Signaturelsi

ANNUAL-GOALS
S

2

3

4

4

5
<

6

SHORT TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
(See Attached)

PROGRAM PLACEMENT
Programa Provided Hems Pet Wait Antteiputod To be coordinated with progrosn/

Start Ewa administruovo
Regular liodusaal

Shedd Educatioe
..111=1

Ii1011 School

AraflobWq
.

Cosansted

TrassportadosCoofinnosf

Simon Sorrows A wborissel ley

CDS

SW

CS

OT rrojettod fiterfew Datis
PT.
Name

O

MP Partic ipant+, I
ffset

sYAMS Peso/fon YAMS room

YAM POSITION yang POSITION

.111M1111=1.

111i

Dow

rI11=10

STEP
8

YAMS '40414C POSITION

PARENT DECISION 1

He rights sod resienosbtfltiee balms boos explained to usa so a canner winch I folly oadorcand. I bay. beef the opportunity to
parlays. 41, 0* devaninnest of nue snoivunicizeo sootscon programs. i !stilt tiddtestand all Programs AM oernes, atm'
above awl Fie nay permiwiesi for say eissidiward to partiapaso Wen Isrogrossocerretee. I [Save boos tolerated that she
obottiveo dowel lade, are "central obtastfvee sad that the paled°+ recsossibie for wspteinenting clue eapsettcre will term ansuot
add Csiectivos m hoopoes with she studost's provost toward the stated Mb.

ParenuGasrdisniAPPROVAL

Parent/GoarclitAii REJECTION; 2 6
SIII.t Vo

Data

Oats
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Evaluation 1,

Lf

The basic evaluation requirements`of 04 law speiify that the

evaluation materials beadministeredby trained personnel;that a battery

of tests applicable to the handicapping condition be utilized, and that

theevaluation is made by a multidisciplinary team. The resulting impact

of this mandate is that the spefial education assessment staff in N,

virtually every district-has become overburdened,. and.there have been

increased demands for more technical assistance invo }ving regular

education teachers. Aside from hiring additional personnel, sometimes

Qh a temporary basis;, districts have adapted to this requirement in a

variety .Of ways.

dne large school district's special "education department organized 30 .

is

hours'Of inservice training won hops for selected teachers to enable

thdm to establish-an effective "Core Team" An their school. The school

administrator participates by releasing certain teachers for the 30 hours

of training, stpporting t team piocess by meeting regularly with the

team, assisting in scheduling a time for team meetings, 'and building

Support for the'team among the school faculty. The teachers receive

inservice education "credits" for certification renewal and the special

education department provides follow-up consultation and classroom

assistance. Exhibit 6 demonstrates this concept of the "Core Team", its

purposes a?d functions. .

4

A small district faced with the problem common to most - -of being

unable to secure technical assistance funding--used its owf limited funds

and comb-lined with four other districts to purchase a "trainer." The

"trainer" came to the district every week to conduct chilci assessments.;

to hold training sessions, and to assist in collecting case datf. In

another tmallirural district, the director of special education provides

inservice training to every, teacher in the district at the beginning of

every yeir. Arrangements ere also made for all special education

teachers to have\spare ti for access to.the special education director

to discuss needs, concern and problems. They also used their allotted

o

04.

e .Z7

3,?
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time to develop and collect materials, or make home visits. Although,

these attributes appear to be somewhat simplistit, they were, in fact

secure, supportive services tolhis district's teachers.

One state conducted state-wide ,conferences twice yearly specifically

designed for,evalu tion personnel-- diagnosticians, piyphologists, and

speciaj educators and, where feasible, psychiatrists. They also produced

a series of video tapes enumerating the various mandated placement

procedures and illustrating one version of 'a model multidiscipltnary

conference (utilizing role playing). The tapedistributed to

districts'around the state and.is.also used ektensialy in inservice

training.
.

It was not unusual to find widespread concern among the 'regular

education teachers regarding evaluation procedures. Concern among

regular education teachers was expressed relative to the complex.

`procedures and documentation required for determining eligibility and

placement in special education programs. Coordination of assessment data

across professionals from a variety of disciplines and the role of the

regular education classroom teacher in this child evaluation process were

also areas where teachers. felt unsure. Some districts eased this concern

by using case managars. One urban district developed a network of

"supportive teachers" that serviced specific geographic areas and who

became involved as soon as the referral was received at the area.officeg.

These "supportive teachers,"Jormerly special education teachers,

functioned as a pivot around which the evalUating team revolved. They

were vita(o all""staffings" trad on a child because they served as

chairperson and documenter and most importantly as a guidance source and

monitor. These,coriferences were referred to as "staffings" because they

brought the staff together: in order to determine findings and

)recommendations. Having forterly been teachers, they were sensitive to

and familiar with both the regular and special education'peisonnel.

Exhibit 7, "Stiffing Conference Report I, II," indicates the kinds of

meetings and personnel for which the "supportive teacher" was responsible.
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EXHISiT 6: "CORE TEAM"

-Vs

lit

,

A.,

WHAT IS A CORETEAM?

r

i
'

IV

., .

A Core Team is a geoup of spedaliducators,'regulat teachers, and admin-
istrators who work together to reevaluate the educational objectives for
students who are having learning difficulties: After pinpointing the
learning problems, the Core Team involves parents and, when possible,
the student in the development of an individualized educational pro- .

gram (IEP). The. Core Team recommends the mon effective teaching
strategies, materials, and classroQm.managementtichniques which are
needed to provide students an appropriate education in the least re-
strictive environment-711e Core Team also utilizes the services of school
psychologists and othei support personnel as needed. , . .

.. .

WHY HAVE A CORE TEAM? .
In addition to meeting the requirements of PL 94-142, the Core Team
establishes a team process for planning instruction to provide an
appropriate education to students with handicaps or other learning
difficulties. tieCore Team training also enhances a teacher's diagnostic-
prescriptive teaching skills. 1 .,

.

r
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EXHIBIT 6; "CORE TEAM" (Continued)

WHAT TYPE OF TRAINING DOES THE DISTRICT' CORE TEAM
PROVIDE?

The thirty hours of inservice training is designed to refine teaching skills
and develop a: team process for working together. '
Teaching Skills

that are emphasized include training in the following aim:

se of the diagnostic - prescriptive teaching process to plan instruction
ugh;

Assessmetit of student? educational needs.
hauction

'Classroom management technicplZis

'/

''Implementation of the IEP in special education and/or regular dosses

*Teaching strategies and materials appropriate for students with
handicaps

Monitoring of student progress

Team Process.

Each team learns to do the following:

*Develop:a delivery system to provide appropriate educational services
for students

*Identify and utilize the Team's individual and collective strengths

*Share responsibility and plan together to meet individual needs .

*Monitor the Team's effectiveness

*Respond to the consultation and training needs.of other teaclers
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.EXHIBIT 7 STAFFING CONFERENCE REPOV. I, .

STAFZING CONFERENCE REPORT : :'aria
3irthdate

,Student Services. e4.44/4 Ethnic Clce
.

Srziett School 3r =-de

First M.i. 4.7

Prinarry Language

Tar r= rEAM
Sex.cel ?rimcipal

A.Z. Teadher
Teacher
Psychologist
Social VOrker
Speech Spec.
P.U.SON FOR.CONFERENCE

i 3
",.

. Supportive Teacher_
Pipe= .

Studeii . '1

Counselor.

t gorse . .

i Interpreter
Other .

5

:lassrocm Observation:

A

:iscusuicn:

a

1-4

ealth:
1

.

Visiod: 3
(11.17.6)

Hearing!
(Gate)

Medication;

loRecommencations:
.Continue
Add , 7escher
:rap Test

Ravtalw :ate ..ue

S:arll.tg :ate_

:s Transporution Necessary

v.Justi_licatiCh :2cr Astommencation:

---- .... 31
7es 30 3b
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EXHIBIT 7b: STAFFING CONFERENCE REPORT II

STAFFING CONFERENCE REPORT II Mat:icA0
Birthaate

StdenliServices Ethnic Cod4
Date. .

Student School. Grade C.A.

Last First M .I.

.Primary'Language
AB:LITY: .

vISCR ( ) McCarthy ( ) "Binet ( ) .

.
I Pd V MA IQ
S ?A ?? ,

A 30 Ou an. S.I.T. (
)V OA. Mem. .

C Mot. Other:CO______
D . C.C.
Ve---7-TS FS

, .

. ...

AcHTE7EmENT: PEAT ( ) . KEY MATH (
Classroom Performance Leval M Num.
Reading RR Frac.
Math RC G 6 Sym.
Spelling SP , Wrd Prob.

GI Miss Elem.
_RAT ( ) Ti Money
Rdg. Rec. . Meant.
Spelling WOOk ( ) Time
Arith. .. LI Sub..

WI Div.
t -----------4.-

Other WA Mult.
WC M.Comp.
PC N.Reas.
TT Total Test

PROCESS:
ifFrr ) 7 CPLA OTHER
AR VC DETROIT 4

VR VE ?A 0
Vhf GC 'VA FA ,.

AA ME PO D

AM AC VO NA
VA SB

----,--__
MS SAk......4...--
AAU VAL

FROSTIG ( ) "AAR DA
.

OC OA
. E-M PA SAA LiD
F-G VSO

F-C \,. Med. M.A.
?S
SR :Render ( '.)

?TNT ( VHI (

CA HA 7.0 MA

*SUMMARY OF DIAGNOSIS:

3

Statement of specific goals and instructional objectives based on current levels of
performance needs.
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, An addttion#1 area of concern for regular education teachers was that

of making appr priate referrals. This included recognizing children who

might be eligit le to reoeilispepial education services., in order to

alleviate somi of this concern, one district's plan'td'published-

. "identifying inhaviors" for each handicap and "Suggested Guidelines for

Evaluations Related to Student's Age."

Another effect of the evaluation requirements was seen in the rise of

regional diagnostic centers. More.than half of the local districts had

access to diagnostic'centers working in cooperation with agencies and

school personnel in determining special needs for physical, mental,

emotional, or multiple disabilities/ When a learning ,disability was in

question, some of the potential receiving resource teachers made special

efforts to take the child into the class for short periods as part of the

diagnostic procedure. One district routinely used 30-day dtagno4tic

placements in a designated learning center closest to the child's home

when the child was new to the district (and had previous candidacy for

special education); in cases of emergency /immediate placement; or when

the diagnosis was especially difficult to make.

Since evaluations must be comprehensive and inclu, data from a
,

variety o"assessments , the placement team was often provided with

excessive amounts, -of information. At times this amount of information

was difficult to organize and integrate. In cis-es of initial referrals

when assessments are most varied, some districts found it helpful to have

the psychologist meet aloe with the parents to share and explain the
a

test results and test score.inforiation. Though this was often

time-consuming, it also provided fora more efficient placement meeting.

This practice was largely seem in the smaller districts. .

,

Part of the evaluation procedure,nvolves the parents' right to an

independent evaluation at public expense. Usually, in their letter to
. . e.

the parents, most districts state: "Also, you have the right to obtain

an independent evaluation at public expense if you desire." One district

added, u... gurrently we know of no public agency other than the school

33.
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district that will condapt such an evaluation free of charge. Therefore,

-at your request the school district wip assist you in securing an

Independent evaluation at, istrict expense." ... a generous gesture to

say the least.

IV. PLACEMENT DECISION MAKING.

There are two formalized meetings at which placement determination

and educational programming are typically discussed. The Placement Team

(PT) Meeting where such decisions are made can be conducted in a variety

of ways, some of which may facilitate determination of an appropriate

educational placement. The Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) meeting

'represents another meeting at which critical decisions are made.

Decisions about a student's educational placement usually begin with

consideration of eligibility for specfal education services. This

discussion typically occurs at the PT meeting. Here discussions focus on

the student's academic and social characterlstics and move toward making

a decision about the match of student characteristics with the

eligibility criteria for a specific handicapping condition. Sometimes it

this initial decision point it is difficult to accurately certify

eligibility, and yet without meeting specifiCcriteria a student is

ineligible for services.he/she often needs.

The placement and IEP meetings at the local district level can be

conducted to facilitate the active involvement of all particirantst

including parents, in the decision-makihg process. The following sect*

highlights local district practices which were developed in response to

the mandate'for participatory team decision-making relative to a

student's educational placemeAt and program, Iri addition, the proplemof

eligibility is discussed and several options for meeting this challenge

are described.

Placement Team Meetings

In'the course of the obsertationscollected intheefield study of

placement team meetings, findings in regard-to actual procedures were

recorded and signified as noteworthy by virtue of characteristics that
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were determined to be unusual practice; well-receiyed by 'the group;

facilitated information sharing and participatory lecisron-making;

ensured LRE appropriate placement; or reflected creative pcoblem-

solving.
. ;

. Almost all cases observed, from the simple to the complex, exhibited

some or many of these characteristics. A.most unusual practice which

assisted in developing asmechanism for quality control was evident in a

centralized district which routinely held Area Staffings". These

area level staffings were conducted after he school building, staffings.

The area_staffings were typically chaired by the- special" education"

coordinator. The area placement team staff served es monitor of the

placement procedbre to ensure the docudentalion for,eligibility. and

placement were umplete., If everything.wo inlrder, the area leyel

4.liadement committee rubber-stamped the decision which was actualtylmade

at the School Wilding level. If there were cOmplications, e.g.,, not in

agreement with the school level decision, the area staff special

education coordinator, and the school building placement team would

actively work together to develop a solutipn. ,Since this district tlided

to conduct more than one meeting concerning educational placement, OA

district liaison worked betwlkn the parent and the team.

Eligibility. A placement decision is largely constrained' by the

determination of eligibility for services linked to a "labeling" of a

handicapping condition(s). All states in the sample used the eleven

definitions of handicapping conditions as ordained in P.L. 94-142,(Sec..

121a 5), 'yet the eligibility criteria varied somewhat from' state to

state.' Overall, thoprevalent attitude of the'placement teams was to

flex the rules in order to obtain the needed services f'or the child. For

example, in one case, efforts were made to re-classify a child as

"physically or otherwise health impaired," when it was exident she no

longer met criteria for "visually impaired."",The "physically or. .

otherwise health impaired" definition was more encompassing.and allowed
.

the childipto be elittOle for special education if the "physical

impairmedt" (in this case colaboma) interfered with her learning. :

35
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4411104 urban,districtdesigned its ciwn.criteria (not required by the

'..- ile. State), for placement in "self-disabled" Classes and
t....

- for plaliment ivelf-cCintained "severe oral language" ellises. This

involved combtning'espicially.designed eligibility critellarfor each
. .4.

V

vg,

4k
. specific placement. Obviously this was developed in response to certain

handicapping conditions calling forixertain types of service, so they

combined the. placement with the eligibility criteria. Both of these sets

of criteria are illustrated in-Exhibits 8, "Crtteri'a for 'Placement in a

SelfuContained LearningDisabilitiestlass"; and 9, "Procedures for

.Admission to Severe Oral Language Classes."

As previously mentioned these practices cannot be considered out of

the coqtext of the district situation in which they evolved. A! cannot

be.considered.piecemeal(and 1n fatty it is conceivable that specific

procedures withi given practice may be questionable in'terms .

effect. (For ex le, Exhibit 9 includes a reference'to a waiting list,

which i inappropriate, andcertainly'cannotbe identified -as a promising

strat Interpretation of the appropriateness or inappropriateness of

a st ed district practice is'admittedlyrather subjettive. .In some

.case what.a0pear to be 'reasonable.and practical sugdestions may, if

take to extreme, actually become non-facilitating and tnhtbiting of the

sr' it and intent of P.L. 94-142. In such instances, they may actually

have an adversieffect.on implementation of free, appropriate public I,

education for all handicapped children.
4

. rn another -urban district two types of classroom placements were

.established for children 4Pith learning"Vsabilities: For one ty lliof

placeMentstudents had to meet the State dined ejigibility,criterid.and

for these stiudentsithe district was - reimbursed by Federal and state .,-

funds. For the other learning!disabilities placement the criteria for '44:

eligibility Were.lessstringeht and the program was totally supporied by

district funds. In this way the district was able to provide eduational

services to those students who would have, been otheMpe ineligibleito

JI. I
receive sUctilircial)help.

04
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'EXHIBIT 81 CRITERIAFOR PLACEMENT IN A SELF-CONTAINED LEARNING
' DISABILITIES CLASS 740

.

I. Definition ,

The chiidL exhibits a significant discrepancy between intellectual
potential and academic achievement. The specific learning disability
maybe manifested by a perceptual handicap or the inability to
'process auditory and/or visual information.

-II: Ability

The child iinist show at least' average potential in some areas.
Ihere may also be a discrepancy between verbal and performance areas
or considerable subtest scatter.

Processing

The chiid must show strengths and weaknesses 4a. process testing
with significant deficits in more than'one. subtest. Deficits shown
on testing shapld be supported by observation, informal assessment

7
and/or parent or .teacher triPut..

L9. Academics

The child shouid be 50% below expectation for ability and age.
in more than one academic area.

V. Factors to be considered et

A. Can the child succeed in a less restrictive environment?

r-
1. Has he/she xeceived LD/Resource suppprt?
2., Ras.an extended resource. program been tried?
3. Refs available resources in regular curriculum

been utilized?
i.e. Reading Resource

Volunteer, Tutors

:Counseling and/or social work, intervention
Consultations

. Basic or skill building classes

R. Rave exclusionary factors been eliminated as a primary taus
of the Learning problem?

i.e. tnvironmental deprivation
Significant cultural differences
Mental Ittardation
&Motional problems

Slow learner v.
Visual, hearing!, spee ch o otor,handicaps

C. Wiil the chiid 4enefitfrom.thi3 type of placement?
1. ts, the child, tacking in motivatio ?

2
4

Does tote chiid have a negative a titude toward
,
school and learning?

3. Ail his behavior interfere Witt} his progress
and/Or the progress of others in, the self-
contlined learning disability class?

37
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EXHIBIT 9: PROCEDURES FOR ADMISSION TO SERVERE ORAt LANGUAGE CLASSES

/
1. A child considered to be a candidate for the S.O.L. classes

may be referred by any one of the following:

1. psychologists.
2. adaptive ed-ucation'supportive'teachers
3., learning disabilities teacher

milp
4. parent
S. etc.

11. All referrals should be initially made to the $4.4pa=rtivw
-t Teacher for Speech, language and Hearing Servfes.

111. Referrals are then filtered to:

A. the audiologist fore hearing evaluation t

B. the psychologist for an intellectual assessment
C. the Speech andlanguage Diagnostic Team

This, teaw will be comprised of speech pathologists, who, as
part of their responsibilities for the district, will ad-
minister the language diagnostic battery as needed.

1V. The diagnostic battery will cover the following language
areas (suggested tests are listed under each areal:

. A. Syntax and Morphology
1. Carrow Test of Auditory Comprehension of

Language
2. Carrow Elicited Lanquaae Inventory
3. Developmental Sentence Scoring

: B. Semantic
1. Peabody Picture Votabulary Test
2. BTbm Test of Basic Concepts

. Phonology
1. Templin Darley Screening Test of Articulation

V. If the fallowing critteria for the ;lass are met, the child
will be considered an appropriate candidate:

,The child has a severe disability in the comprehension and/
or expression of oral language. A child maybe considered
to have a-severe.*oral language.disorder when:.

. f.- =

..(A) The child shows normal intellectual potential at
measured by instruments that do not requirs.oral ..'

'directions or oral expression. , ..'

,

. :38 [..
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EXHIBIT 9: PROCEDURES FOR ADMISSION TO SEVERE ORAL LANGUAGE CLASSES
(Continued)

(9) The child's hearing is 'within normal limits or if a

i .

lost exists, it is-not educationally significant%
t '

.(C) The child's scortqon a standardized measure of language
functidni.ng falls two standard deviations below the meal
for the, child's chronolOgAcal age, except that any a
child b*IApen one standArd deviation and.two standafid
diviatOns below the mean may 4e designated as having a
severe Aral language handicap.

411p) The child, is non-verbal or when a spontaneous language
, sample.of at leatt 50 utterances can be obtained, the

sample shows development judged clearly inadequate for
thechild's age in at lejst two of the follbwicg areas
of ;language development: syntactic, semantic,Iporpho-
logic,'phonologicA,

4

'
VI. Admittance to the=tiass must be preceded by a sta'ffing',

-attended by the foMowing persons:. .

A. Speech Pathologist' from the Speech and Language
Diagnostic Team

B. Ps- ychologist f
t Supportive Teacher for Speech, Language, and Hearing
O. School Principal
E. S:O.L- Classroom'Teacher
F. Partnts
G. Other appropriate prof niis

Vll. Vacancies in the classrobm will be filled by children on
theleaiting.list. This list will be processed according to
the date of referral.

VIII. Progrbm,Goals and Strategies:
. 11,

Th'e goals and strategies of school speech and language
programs should be established to meet the varying communi-.
cation needs and skills of individual pupils, should reflect
comprehentive planning and should provide for the development

of a continuum of services including appropriate procedbres
for early identification, diagnosis, consultation, referral,
habilitation, instruction, and evaluation. The program
goals and strategies.should'comOliment those of the total
program. and reflect the- programs growth p ential.

A. Program Goal

A speech and language program shalt have a primary goal
of meeting the needsof each pupil developing maximum
competence in communication.



Information Sharing. Although effective inform4tion sharing and team

VIlecisiomrmaking did not typify shiny of the plikement meetings observed,

several techniques were observed which did have a positive impact on

exchange of information among participants. A clear, accurate,

even-paced review of educational history including previous placement was

a potent force in pictorializing the child's background, and in providing

a common perspective for all placementmeeting participants." This

initial presentation Of information usually set the tone of the meeting.

When sdch a presentation was too rapid, or too'brief, the team became

susceptib4 to misinterpretations and would have to call for additional

clarification thrdughout the course of the meeting. Most ;/el-done

reviews of educational history occurred in meetings regarding'

re-evaluations for change or where platement was an issue. More

synthesized pictures were presented when the psychologiit was able to

relate and tie his/her findings with those, of other diagnosticians on the.

team -- _comparing and contrasting -- rather than allowing psychological

data to stand alone. s

InformAtiCm exchange was ,facilitated bythe availability of concrete

Having student records and test/assessment data and documents

in addition to other important information like copies of reports or a

videotape of the child's classroom behaviorassisted in equal access of

all team members to the data available. For example, at am inittal

placement meeting a pre-lchool consultaht-gave the mother a developmental

guide to help show what her child's test scores meant in relation.to

other children's' developmenvat the same age. Inan annuat review

meeting of a seriously emotionally disturbed kindergartner, the teacher

presented a tape recording of a "reading" of a pretend story V show the

progrest of the oilde who rarely.spoke. Finally, information-sharing

and team decision-making were most effective when the present and

potential receiving teachers were together on the team.

Aside from information sharing, the multidisciplinary placement team

is charged with decision-making through consensus. This protects the

student from possible indiscriminate or arbitrary placement based on one

40
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person's decision. Another.advantage of teaming is problem-solving

is more likely to be tackled in a creatively/ay. Districts made some

interesting *adaptations to facilitate a stOdent s placement in an

environment which wbul best meet his/her academic and social needs. FOr

example, in one case a blind student was assigned to >a high school that

had never before enrolled a blind student. Tht "mobility/orientation

specialist" (this individual was an itinerant consultant who served

district wide)was contacted to assist the student in learning about the

layout of the school and how 0 change Olive's most easily. During

discussions at the placement meeting it became evident that none of the

tepchirs' had ever had an opportunity* work with a blind student. It,

.wis:then decided that the specialist-Aight also provide inservice

training on characteristics of visually impaired learners and-strategies

for teaching to all 60 the high school's teachers, This ,training would

help teachers to'beikir accommodate and relate to this student and other

blind students likely to follow.

r examples illustrate the creative solutions which have developed

in order to assist students to function more effectively in LRE

placements. In the taie of an autistic child, a peer tutor program using

regular edecation students was instituted in order to provide assistance

to the child when she was integrated. One psychologist's concern about

an obese child's social adjustment to a resource room where she would be

the largest and oldest child _in the room prompted a special plan. As

part of the plan to improve her self-concept, the placement team decided

to include the child in planning the' transition, the nett; placement.

.Since she would be the oldest child ip the resource room, they would

encourage~ feelings of adequacy by Ma 4ng her an assistant for the younger

;

. .

children, not on the same par. I n a ?ther instance, when there was the ,

problem of a parent's resistance to
1

A particular clinic, the decision was

to pursue a "parept to-parent contact ", i.e., the parent was encouraged

to contact a parent who had used t clinic previously with the outcome a

h4sharing of exptriences which helpe overcome anxieties about the. clinlc.

This contact would relieve the par nt's insecurity about the nature and

purpose of assessment procedurel d the possible need far special

services for the child. In a cas where eligibility was playing a major

41
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role,'carefull consideration was given to categorizing the child as

"learning disabled" and not "speech impaired ". The "learning disfbled"

label would qualify the;child for speech therapy plush resource room ,

servii2 after reaching kindergarten. Since this Aas a pre-primary

placement, the team was exercising foresight as the "speech impaired"

label would only allow the child to receive speech therapy in

kindergarten and would require a completely new re-evaluation to receive

,resource room services.
t-

/ These noted findings serve tq illustrate the Oositive powers of .

11, shared decision-making which placement team meetings cats have.
1111

Individual Education Program

All districts developed educational programs either during the

placement decision-making meeting or more frequently after such a

meeting. The writing of the IEP is a lengthy procedure and most

districts found it could not be accomplished during the actual placement

decision-making. One of the overall adaptations made.to the requihements

for the individualized Educational Program was to view its development as

a process,. The current level of functioning and the long term objectises

of the Individualized Educational Program were developed during the

placement team meeting. The specific instructional. objectives were

usually developed by the teacher and not by the assessment personnel.,

These more specific aspects of the IEP, lhortiterm instructional

objectives, were identified by the classroom teacher usually within two

weeks after the placement meeting, since the child's new teacher usually

wanted to have "hands on" experience with the child before prescribing

specific short-term objectives. Districts adapted to this process by

making a placement decision, and then within the following two weeks the

receiving teacher met with other specialists and the.parent to develop

short-term objectives. Once these were developed the child entered the

placement: In some cases where the .child was new'to the distriot or had

been out. of school for sometime, a diagnostic placement was made, In

this type of placement the primary purpose was to gather additional

42



information about the child's functional level and to "try out" the

placement. If the diagnostic placement seemed appropriate, the remainder
41k

of the Individualized Educational Program would be developed. Other

districts used what they called "temporary placements" while the

educational program was evolving. These placements generally became the

actual placement upon the completion of the Individualized Educational,

Program.:

One IEP meetin4 illustrates the unusual in that it differed so from

those in the sample, yet was quite usual for tnis school. Participants'

in this meeting included: the mother, the foster mother, fokter care

case worker, special education teacher, occupational, physical, and

speech therapists. All of these individuals contributed to the

development of the individual educational program for the child. The

case worker was also to do a'plan of annual goals individually with the "

foster mother. As part of working on the plan, there was a visit to the

Occupational/Physical:Therapy room- to define and illustrate what the

child would be doing. Certain equipment was also to be arranged for

placement in the child's classroom and the case worker arranged to

wire some eqdipment for the foster home. The team worked4rell

,

together and all suggestions were considered and incorporated into the

educational program as appropriate.

The actual quality of the plan was largely determined by the

,arrangement of the districts' forms. One form used by a small district,

part of which is presented as Exhibit 10, had a matrix or indicating

additional services above and beyond the education need of the child.

Another adaptation was found in a large district's plan whit included "an

annual goalcheckliit for basic skill needs which when coded was attached

to each short-range objective (Exhibit 11). Similarly, in other

districts the personnel responsible for writing the program found it

helpful .to refer to assessment inventories when formulating the

Individualized Educational Plan.

4!

e.; ,

4 3 '
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EXHIBIT 16: EXAMPLE OF IND/VIDUAL EDUCATION PLAN INCORPORATING
OTHER SERVICES

FULL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GOALS:

The following are identified as additional program elements which

would produce an ideal comprehensive education pro It shouldbe

recognized that those services and/or the extent of th,se services

exceed that required'for an "appropriate educational proeim."

Provision of these services is subject to availability of sufficient.

special education Knding.

. .,
4

Services Identified
as Full Educational

Opportunity Goals
(Annual Hours)

ALOE

PSYCHOLOGIST

C O S

*SOCIAL WORKER

COUNSELOR,

OCCPATIONAL
THERAPIST

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST

PRE-VONTIONAL

OTHER, (please
spectfy)

S.
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EXHIBIT 11: CHECKLIST USED TO ASSIST IN 'INDIVIDUALS EDUCATION PLAN

form 130-311-b-
...lay. WO

Individualised Educaclon Program
Aonual Coal Deficlericy Areas Checklist

Swig Skill Seeds

" 3 Sal del, Skills
4

300

,

310

.

Feediatitatingibrinkine
)20 l'oilatIa2

)30 Iratoiati_SodY Cars
940 Ores ng/Ondresstee . 1
050 v
1.80 Usual Efficiency 0

$

1 00 Cameadcactoil Skills

120

3osi.oral. Language

Ili Speech landing
112 finger Spelling
113 Sim
114 Typingt-TraLla Wry',

1LS Meetly' CummigsV.ou

116 5"7 0ot.Language
121 %Nebular?
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On a final note, one district supported their teachers operating

and r the "demands of the plans" by providing either compensation time (5

ys or,a s stute.teacherduring the plan Ovelopment.

V. PARENT/ WENT INVOLVEMENT

Written notice must be given to parents before the public agency

proposes or refuses to initiate or zhange the identification,- evaluation
,. . ,

or educational placement. Twelve of the fifteen districts in the sample

exceeded_P.L. 04-142 requirements by insuring that pirent consent was

obtained before any-change in placement occurred. Typically the
_
4,- Act

.
4,

requires signed 'consent only for initial special education placements.

' One' state requires written consent for continuation or change pursuant to

review. The districts in that state made extensive efforts to-reschedule

meetings when parents failed to appear. The district never proceeded

with plicement unless parent attendance could be arranged. Other

districts faced with the same problem would proceed with the meeting,

decide the placement and seek written consent afterwards. When a parent

As unable or unwilling to attend the IEP meeting, one state required

home visits by a home-liaison specialist for the.purpose of approving the

.individual education program. Many districts, in this state used parent

liaisons in the staffing meetings to provide data about family/home

conditions. One district conducted, individual conferences between parent

and teacher twice a y4ar in addition to the IEP meeting.

Efforts to thoroughly involve parents in the meeting abounded.

Parent involvement did not seem to be the result of any notable district,

practice, but seemed to stem from the efforts of individual personnel.

Overwhelmingly; the placement team participants displayed appropriate

interaction with and'sensitivity to the parent. Translators, videotapes

of the child in the classroom, "round-robig" fashion of presenting

information, willingness to listen to parents' personal difficulties

related to having a handicapped childland to offer support and

suggestions, and requests fdIF parent contribution were frequent team

attributes. Prese tatlon of information was adapted to the parents'

,
. .
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ability to understand it. 04 psychologist had graphically illustrated

with a bell curve where the student had scored on her IQ tests in an

attempt to assist parents in understanding the implication of the test

results. As long as parents comprehended the information, detailed

:otesting information would be presented. It was a district procedure to

automatically provide parents with a complete copy of the student's

folder when they attended the placement team meeting. in this district

parents were.also given forms.at the beginning of the meeting so that

they could follow what was being .documented by the chairperson. Most

districts routinely provided parents with copies of the individual

education plan whether requested or not. During meetings in one .

particular district, the special education supervisor encouraged bath the

parents and students! to create and maintain.their own folder. This

suggestion was especially emphasized for parents with very Young children

who were just entering the special education system.

.kodalschool systems in general were sensitive to the importance of

parent'invcilvement in the process of determining educational placement.

For example, when one.mother appeared at the district office the day

before tie meeting (by mistake), the director of sPecial,tducation made

special effort to confer with her, knowing she had come a long way. One

district pays for taxi transportation when necessary for parents to

attend meetings. Another district arranges for parent transportation via

a fleet of'service vehicles operating under the auspices of the adaptive .

education center. There were impressive individual accommodations to

some parents. One director of special education went to tte home to

remind the parent of a reevaluation meeting the next day and made

arrangements for someone to bring her to the district office.- When one

mother did not appear at the reevaluation meeting involving an 18-year

old student, the special ed director went to see her personally after the

meeting. One placement meeting was held at the father's place of

employment (a school 'where he taught). One special education supervisor

transported a mother from her home to see the child's prospective program

.and then home again when quite a distance was involved. Although the

I
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personal contact was most evident in the.smallerdistricts, these

contacts illustrate commitment to involving the parent, very often across

the.barriers of distance and time.

. There were two outstanding similar cases where the actual class

placement was at issue. These involved mentally retarded children. In

each case the school personnel were concerned that the parents would

prefer to have their children in with the higher funCtioning group. When

the parents were given the opportunity to observe the classes and then .

included in the decision-making process, they chose the very same classes

the placement team would have suggested. Their spontaneous decision was

not prompted by school staff, but was based upon their own evaluation of

the suggested placements and upon their own knowledge and realistic

acceptance of.how their children were functioning. Thus, parent

involvement served as the determining factor in the final decision much'

to the delight of the special education staffs.

Several different approaches appeared to be successful in the area of

student involvement. In the case of a-Junior High School Learning

Disabilities student the psychologist had a meeting with him to. explain

what the test scores meant and how his abilities affected his school

work. In another instance, a 10 year-old mentally retarded student was

asked-to summarize the meeting to make sure sheunderstood what way

discussed. One meeting was interrupted for one-half hod/ while the

attending psychiatrist left to talk with the student, inform her of the

team's suggestions and receive feedback. The student was not able to be

present at the meeting, yet she was indirectly included in the decision.

In the case of an emotionally, disturbed student being placed in .a private

school, the psychologist and intake social worker met with the student

the day before, so they knew him personally. This enabled the student to

be more comfortable about contributing at ttie meeting and also gave the

psychologist and social worker data to help them draw the student into

the discussions about placement.
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All three districts in one state designate a professional staff to

serve as "child advocate" for each case referred to special education.

This indiOdual attends all meetings and serves s the primary link

,... between the school and the parent. The advocate is responsible for

designing an educational program which will meet the child's needs. The

advocate is,th key person accountable to the parent and the school

systems arid is responsible for, ensuring the child is enrolled in the

selected placement withiti 15 days after the placement decision has been

made. The advocate even arranges the bus transportation. The advocates

are assigned by handicapping condition. If a child's handicapping

category should change, then the advocate is changed accordingly, yet the
...

previous''advocate remains involved for a one year follow-up period, so:in

a sense, the child is assigned two advocates.

4

fi.

In most local education agencies theistudents were routinely

encouraged to attend their planning and placement meetings at the junior

and senior high school le*. Below this level,*children wererarely

seen at meetings unless they were specificalli being included in the

decision. One sate law mandated edtication for handicapped students

through age 25. It was here that student participation became more

active as the staff put more demands on students to )(press their

feelings and desires for the future. .

.

. .

...

As a whole, the study revealed most parent groups to be in dmbryonic -

stages attached to th local parent-teacher group. Some states h(d
.

.,

parent advisory count is mentioned

el;

fli:theit. annual program plans, yet
..

their functions wer unclear. One district was very clear about their

feeling that parent groups organized by.bbuildings and not by handicapping

.

.
condition were more effective. In this district, the parents were very

supportive the special education program. They attended all types 'Of

committee meetings, including that of the budget committee; they became

active at the State level and became a part of the district's planning

committee. The parent group was charterdd so they could lobby. These

parents were directly)involved in bringing the special education programs

into the district, and decided which Services to bring in first.

4.9
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The degree of parent ihvolvmpethen was relited to and retTected by s.

the 'efforts of phs tschOol staff to encourage and. accommodate -them.

-- ,Parents- ofen attended meetings of al)" types. --- 'referral ; placenient, 0
review, reevaluation '-= and were gradually making movement toward roles
in participatory dectsion-malsing. .41

. VI. REVIEW AND REEVALUATION .

w I n, one State all special educati oepl acements including those in

,.. private school sOkr-e Made on, a trial -basis. The' placement and

6, educ4V,onal idevelppolentris reyiewed by the chief administrative' official
- or

, -, of _the sehel district, or most"likelyithe designee (director of special
. .

, ,- ucation); vice each semester and a copy of the results of the review is
bmtt to the parent or guardian. 0

.
in another .practice, whit exceeds the mandated requirements, all

i nisti a) ref erraTs t reviewhave an Ai t-month revew the paren . This
..

review also lncluctis an update of the individual edudativnal plain. °.

. ar 4 ) 44 .

0 trict had an interesting poliCy regarding reevaluation for
,change placement.. An additional formal assessment hyti private

.. -.,

. evaluator was reluired if placement outside the doistrict or irr 4 private
.

fatil tt4,was being cOnsidered. This seemed largely due to the need' to
justify extra - district placement.ent. This practice seemed most often used

in- cases involving the "Seriously emotionally di s.tur d."
, .

t

.4VII,
..

PROGRAM AND INDIVIDUA). SERVICES
!..

11 The, continuum of .alternative' placement ay be cons tdered the .
.

,backbone of a placement system. which' en, '',-,-r ast restrictivet #

1, -1. ' ti.- -
.or.

...., v environmentito .elnerge and function: ,1"`-a iii crttnuum, variations in
prOgraniming arid 'indivi dual services ha , 1 ved 'in adaR4ion to St;ate,

. - ,- -

* district-, school, and intividual requireme i.
:

111 One of the issues which is a concern primarily rural districp and
"it c..

. -. .
, '4

ir 'i )

e t ,

44: 4,11 s shared -ifitii "4110:icts in sparsely pool ted area is that a full
i_3 . tinuum of services for handicapped child en is .not alWays available..

. 4 . .
..i.;...... i ., go.

1,--.'
- s ,. ., I; 'P i 'ro . . .. - . . *,

4:0
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Children with low incidence.harepaiis cannot always be pl'aced in least

restrictive environments because of the'lack of availability of handicap

specific programs. One small.rural"disti-ict dicided to ease this problem

by having foto' special education teachers gradually convert their

.self-contained classrooms into resource rooms. Thui, few children 40_

remained all day in a segregated classroom; most spent brief yet highly /

focused periods in special class,..the remaloggr,Of the time with

nonhandicapped peers. In thfi way more hanicapped students could

participate in the services available and spend time with their Peers.

1. Ih many states teacher. certification requirements are categorical in

nature That is, a teacher who is assigned to a-Leartitng Disabilities

classroom mast be certified as a LearniNg Disabilities teacher. This_

certfiitIonrejuirement can limit the optimal use of teachers since

children of oRe'particular .disability Category cannot be enrolled in a

class'if that teacher isn't certified in that specific handicapping

condition. In order to maximize the use of current itaff,.Kintain

,flexibility of placement options, and to eliminate the need tO have

parallel cdntinuum placements available for each handicapping condition,

one district encouraged special education teachers to work for

certification in more than one handicapping condition. A-teacher with

Learning Disabilities/Mental Retardation certification could operate a

'resource
;1.6

room which could accommodate both,Learning Diiabled and mentally

reted chtldren.

A;Medium siied district decided to renovate Vie* progiemming to more
_

_specifically meet students'.needs which could not be met using the usual

continuum. .The program was redesigned and vphi-cally illustrated on a

. wheel See Exhibit 12). Some of the starred areas revolving about the

wheel can be more.clearly defined by .'the purposes they stress:.

- idutationaltroker: matching of individual needs with
communityoresources: this includes efforts ,

Ilk to facilitate interagency coordination of
services to the handicapped.:

.
.0 Integrated Teaching .

with Regular Education: elimination of stigmarby providing
services to 'ill students *

51
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, . , . :::.*:,1:.,
1 ,, .% *.:,...,

..:,

MaximiZe Inter- 4 , .. t%":.
.!. ,os ' ..\*

4
Program Mobility: physical flexibility within schootsydnd .: '

within other districts
- to .

Behavior Specialist:' motivation for "life" :. :

Life Learning: survival, independence, and sensory skirl-s..):: I

,

',...L

- ': I.'. ';:] ,.':\%,
This "wheel of service was developed by both the parents and-' ..-:,:'. .\'

4
.4 district persdnne 1 . A survey involving teachers:i. aythologi sts , regilIat

teachers and placement team members followed whi collected the :,,:- ^-y;

t,
information on the numbers and names of the students and where thefirifilk.-.-.4-*

fft on the "wheel." For an ,student who didn't 'fit, an explanatibn ryas

to be given. This format,'seen hereas it wat developed early:iii.tfie

spring, is presently in operation (probably in some revised forml' orCihi:

district level for this 1979-80 school, year.

An urban district faced witn-sericing emoti Ona11Y WiLtreOeTliii Or

disordered students increased its variety of progrph A2ternatOet.

, adding two types of classes to their continuuml Eachrbvi.r.i,t notable

for the kindt of,ser vices delivered, yet one was partidulaily interesting

- because of iti mithodWogy. This one was the self-containedvlacement

for teoltionally handicapped/behavior disorder" "category 41COPESt

Children Offered Positive Education and Support - serving young children

(grades 1-3). The teacher was also a school psychologist and' titi I i;ed

methods that were also being evaluated, such as playing soft music while

the students (worked; desensitization exercises for reline i on; video

taping often enough so that students became accustomed tb the camera.

These tapes were used both for student and parent purposes. This was a -.

plot program that succeeded so well the district decided nut onlY-Trat

if continue, but also be made available to successive levels (Le.,

4 grades-4-6).

6-V,."

The.other classes were referred to as'"Extended Resource." These

classes served mostly adolescents under the "emotionally

handicapped/behavior disorder`" category. They received regular

counselling--by an itinerant or a school used counsel paid for by the

districtl-plusexperiente in a regular classroom offering subject matter

:at the level the child 'could accommodate. -

. r

I
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Another design eged in response to the need to accommodate two'

Special concerns: I 'the-transition for those emotionally impiired

adolescents wbo were radual)y moving from quite severe to .less ".

restrictive environm ts;-and 2) .the prevention of movement to more

restrictive settings fe.g., outpatient "classrooms" locatedeih
IV

hespi,tal). .This desln was created through and supported by inter- agency

cooperation with the State Menta Health Services. The district had a

firmly established program enabling students to attend self-contained

classes ina regular school in the morning and move to the Mental Health

Center for therapeutic sessions in the afternoon: This program also

served students from surrounding districts.

'Another issue of present concern for local education agencies is

,
meetfng the personnel needs for instructing children with low-incidenu

%handicapping conditions- -the physically and otherwise health impoiree

the hearing impaired and the visually impaired. ,One'Statehas a history

.

s

° .

faim4ealing with such an issue that has long'been in operation throughout
%.

. its dittricts and a }so emulated by others in other states. This one

state created "teacher consultant" positions 'as part of each districts

special education staff with sole responsibilities for low incidence

populations. The teacher consultant, acting in an itinerant capacity,

serves those children whose physiCal impairment is not severe enough to

require placement in special schools, but who can be integrated. into. the

community school setting through consultant instruction and counseling,

Their dutieiare" mulephasic and comprehensive: ,

I. Assist,in the identification, exaldation, educational placement
and training of preschool and school-aged students with physical
impairments, sometimed inclusive.of students.with additional
impairments who also require ofherospecial eduCation programs or

.services;

Serve as redource persons for the teacher working with a
physically impaired child within the.normal school setting;

4 3. Work'individually with a child who,, because of-his/her physical
impairment is having difficulty keeping up with classroom work;

4

a.
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4. Assist the teache in acquiring special materials or equipment
. which will contr to to the education of the

impaired child w thin the no al classroom. The student might
. be assisted/di ted to r treatment, diagnosis, or

understanding i order ,to r ceive the greatest possible benefit.
from the learnt g environm t;

. Assist the fam ly of'a physically impaired child, through home
calli andbcont cts, inunde tending the child's educational and
ocational ne s;

6, G ve vocational guidance and assistance to &physically impaired
erson durin appropriate times (junior and senior high school)

and-act as referral agent to vocational rehabilitation services;
17. Keep local sphool administration informed as to the status of

the mainstrefam!ed physi/cally impairedchild within the district.'

Such teacher consultabts, by their very existence and availab)lity,

have also served to assist in getting children placed in less restrictive

eniironments.
. ,

Asialilaramoach is,ift practice in a district which is cooperating

with universiiyWdevelopa model programaimed at integratihg the

mldlyimentally impaired, behaviorally disordered, learning disabled and

physically impaired into ,regular clas'srooms. The' original funds for the

-development of this program were provided by the Bureau of &Nation for

the dicapped.- The program.is
30
currently funded by local district

ntilbutions.:This program,is designed toserve more individual

studentsiwith Off erent handicepOing
1

con :/ Mons. It is also a direct

means to insure the CRE principle is Practiced. It operates on the'

concept of "interpreter- tutors" who are assigned to children, as a part

of their indi4idual educational plan. fine children reo4ive their

educational Programming in the regular classrbom for a part of each day.

The "tutors' (accompany 1-4 mildly handicappedtchildren.to regular

cla'ssrooms add interpret the written Material presented there. They are
t

also responslble for implementing behavior management programs and

communicati g to resource room teachers the progress and needs of the.

children wi h whom they work. These tutors tie drawn from qualified

applicants, including Parents.

eV
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Many districts have funded their own specialized "summer" or day camp

programs. One State provides year round programming to avoid the

'all-too-often relapses that occur when services are temporarily

suspended. A particularly interesting service uncovered in the study was

one available to everyone, attending schools in that Articular state. It

was that of Computer Assisted Instruction, operated from a State remote

terminal, and capable of producing,a variety of educational programs for

all students, handicapped or nonhandicapped. All classrooms in all

school are equipped with a terminal. Use of this 'terminal by individual

students provides data for reporting student progress in terms of grade

levels and "topical strands" (sukiect.matter). By providing longitudinal

data, improvements are made in accurately tracking a student's progress

and in effectively reffning his/her current educational program.

Vitt? ARCHITECTURE ''07
, r

in ord& to fully implerint the concept of LRE, districti hatte had to

change and create structures to accommodate students with a variety of

handicapping conditions. Function determines structure as'much as

.structure determines function.. Thus, the initial blooming of

prefabricated attachments to regular schools is becoming an actual

grafting, which creates an adaptable hybrid as more and more schools are

designed for integration and' mobility.

In lookIng at the relationship between design and programming, two

schools will be,represented: 1.a regular elementary school with

integration; and 2) a special school for high school age educable

mentally retarded.

School 1 r 4

There .were excellent examples of efforts to maintain children in as

"normal" and non-restrictive an environment as possible. There was a

clear commitment Iltthe part of every district i; the study to a type of

"mainstreaming" which took the form of placing the handicapped child

within close proximity to nonhandicapped children and where such a
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implementation requirements for LRE at the operational level in other,

placement was not possible, with less severely handicapped children
(upstreaming). The degree of success and sophistication, of course,
varied considerably, but there was no question as to the .sense of
commitment each district felt and showed in following through with such a
philosOphy.' For example, in two districts unusual organizational
approaches to the provision of education Services to severely handicipped

.
children were observed, both of 'which tended to facilitate the
operational feasibility of educating severely handicapped children. In
both of these districts architectural design of the school building had
spec if i cal l y accommodated aisrooms or class arrangements for /the

haridicapped.and, educational programs for both the handicapped (severely
so in some cases.) and d nonhandicapped child had been: operating side by

side for m'ore thaii five years. This produced a staff, student. body, and
parent suppoi-t groups with open and inclusive attitude toward the t'
handicapped child. Exhibit 13 presents an outline of the design of one`
.such.school building in one distriCt. It is of special interest' to note_
that while the handicapped children have a designated section of the
'Wilding for instructional and grodping purposes, the very open "pods" or
instructiVal areas, common play and lunch areas, and the unusually high
traffic exchange in the lobby area of the school enhanced the mixture of
students and the opportunities for social irttegrAtion. In f act ,'this
particular building contained severely impaired children from a mobility
aspect,'and the wide open 'physical spaces,lack of doorie or tight,

1

enclosed entryways, greatly enabled these children to move fr,ely.ands
easily with crutches, wheelchairs, and other mobility assistance
devices... In this setting, there was much extracurricular and.sdetal
integration of the children -- the pool serving as .one key focal point
for this as, well as certain extracurricular activities. In fact, one Of
the most severely physically impairedchildren in the school was able to
participate in a National Spelling Bee competition representing this.
district and the state region. Such real opportunities,for interaction
and exchange may well belie the need to more `precisely define

district).

, )
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EXHIBIT 13: AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL' ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ACCOMMODATING
HANDICAFTED AND NONHANDtCAPPED CHILDREN

.;
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School 2

In response tojecently enacted federal leiislatiOn, P.L. 94-142,

eight profoundly handicapped students, formerly institutionalized have ".

been placed ,. . and assigned to another'studebt who serves as a role

model." So reads the booklet from School,II proclaiming its assistance

in deinstituticinalization. It is also an example of what the district

referred to as "upstreaming:" The school was centrally locatednd the

design was structured for optimum' training. _Opportunities to develop the

individual interests of the educable and trainable mentally retarded were

readily facilitated'bY aeaechitectural structure of the environment.

The school uses:a highly individualized instructional process, small

group instruction in academic areasioccupational training; And makes

elective courses available. There is substantial emphasis on preparing

students for the job market.with opportunities for on and off-campus

work experience. 'Die senior students are placed in on-the7job. training

stations in the community and the school is committed to placing every

graduating student (up.to age 22) in a job, in a more advanced or

specialized training-program, or with some other community agency that

can assist the student.

The facility, opened in977, was designed for maximum mobility,

safety, and supervision. Exhibit 14 present's the school layou

five spicial purpose wings of the'facility radiate from a spacious

multi-purpose room *sect for eating, assemblies, programs, inddbr.

athletics and special classes. It is also the first solar-heated school.

An the United States, and the students there have the, chance to learn it(

specialty and how it works. A solar-heated therapy pool is being

installed for the treatment of all of the district's physically

hand)capped, cerebral palsy, and muscular dystrophy students. Also, a

live-in complex is. to be constructed for teaching selected students

independent living

r.
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IX. SUMMARY

I ,

Overall, our observation of district practices, disCussionk with

school personnel, and review of written documents Yielded a wi-lp variety ,

of creative strategies being implemented by local education agencies.

These school districts were often faced with too many demands a ta few

resources to cope easay with the implementation of a complek.law and the

complicated set of regulations necessary to ensure appropriate` education

in.the least restrictive environment possible for handicapped students.

Obe of the strongest areas in which districts seemed able to develop,

and adapt creative solutions to the age old problems of limited time and

resources within the context of ieetingifederal and state,mandates was

the area of programming for individualstudents: This/was particularly

.evident in the cases of initial referrals for special education. During

the process of initially identifying and programming for a handicapped

child, the district staff seemed to rise to the occasion by adjusting the

.system to accommodate the Specific needs(of.a variety of individual .

cases. Committea professidnals were willing to'spend tAme developing

.alternative procedures or.adjusting current practices for a case specific

purpose.

. This'eview'of promising practices was developedto illuitrate the

adaptability of local districts in their efforts to provide

individualized special education and related services for handiCapped
-

children, many of whom had previously been denied free access to any

public school programs. The practices described Should not be construed

to be more than examples of haw diStricts with different'contextuat

factors and constraints were able to come to griOswith individual

problems in implementation of mandated special education. These 4

practices are not advocated to be adopted wholesale or indiscriminately

by other school systems, but rater to be held at examples from which

generic.fdeas and procedures can be extracted. The reader is reminded

that often state laws govern closely the required special education
.
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process required and the state'regulations may explain some of the

differences in the way districts' identify, evaluate, place., and educate

the handic4OPed stddept they serve..

The, Manner in which this report was devetoped focused on a

Rroblem/solutiqn approach for identifyingycpmising strategies forb
facilitating _placement decision-Making. tuch\i methodology for

identifjlpg and describing local-district practices may.tend to give the

- .reader an impression that there 'exist many problems relattve to P.L.

. 94 -1.42 .implementation.: This is. not actually the case: biut merely an

artifact'of the methodology used in this Activity. The approach chosen

enabled the identification of-generic types of problems which appeared to

gut across districts in the sample. These problems could then be

analyzed in terms of the individual adaptations districts were able to

make to their procedures to solve the problems. The commitment of school

district personnel to individualizing special eduction for,handicapped

learners cannot 6e overemphasized. Many hours were spent in efforts to

identify, determine, and plan-for meeting the needs of handitapped

echildren and it parents. Every one of the fifteen school districts in

this study h d some unique contribution Uhich is refTected in this

report. Only through the consistent efforts of these school district

personnel can the commitment to prdviding free, appropriate education for

all handicapped studepts be continued.
'14
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